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As a whole, my recent work has been about the paradox and negotiations of access to the self, the history, 
and to the landscape you occupy. It asks questions about authorship, valuing, sacred and sacrament, but 
retains the gravitation, umbilical tie to memoir and narrative. Ritual, habit, and transformational cleansing 
are recurring themes in the work. Body, breath-- access to the invisible. Preservation of the 
uncertain. Fragility carries weight, and importance, destruction and negotiation as vessels of repair. 


















































Nothing new, or certain, remains. 
 
Silence is not absence, but a vacuum, infinite and spectacularly violent.  
It envelopes and berates and exhausts, indiscreet. 
Roaring and rearing, it engulfs our bodies with or without permission. We are subject spectral to its 
strength. 
 
Direction is all. 
 
We try to catch our breath, but it is stolen away with everything else we have not yet managed to forget.  
. 
We stand, without sustenance but alive, if that’s what you call this. Craving sacrament strange but of our 
own construction. 
 
It will not pass. 













In Pursuit of New Cleanliness 
 
I have been baptized a thousand times in secret.  
 
I think water, for me, will always be about cleansing, about cycles. Tides come in, go out; it’s a rhythm. 
Gravity, wind-- geothermal energy. Salt and water; preservative, solvent-- but don’t drink. It will not 
preserve this body -- at least, not in life. I have friends in a village in Panama, who could get baptized in 
the Pacific Ocean, but cross their fingers in hopes they will be allowed to have the community pool. 
Chlorine, salt. Containers, all. I imagine my sins washing out to sea, dissipating, given back to the 
atmosphere and the end of the earth; what then, of those in the pool? White, swarming things, ready to be 
caught by unknowing passersby? Or are they skimmed from the top, curds from whey, in nets with the 
algae and leaves? Small bits of leftovers, floating around in my not-washed-well-enough mug of cloudy, 
tepid water as I try to wake up. It will sit, unconsumed, for days on my table. I wash it all wash down the 
drain, gurgling and sputtering as it goes. Elsewhere, certainly, but to what end?  
 
By church documents, if you were to look, I would find that I was Baptized twice. Once as an infant-- or, 
rather- a far-too-big infant, new from a congregation that didn’t baptize infants, at four, with a pitcher of 
holy water dumped over my head, upsized to match the body it was tasked with making Holy, I guess. 
My sister, an infant of the correct size, laughed, inconsolable, when she was sprinkled. It was winter, and 
I couldn’t go to the river like the others had. Neither congregation recognized the Other Baptism. There 
is, after all, only one Right Way to be clean. I have been asked to be baptized again by my latest 
congregation; I’ve yet to comply.  
 
How many times can a body be reborn and maintain its shape?  
 
In his fiftieth year, my father had a heart attack and needed a stent, to open his veins to blood. Open my 
veins, then, and let saltwater pulse through, like the tide-- slowly, and undetectable.  
 
But do not linger, or look back--- 
 







Performance in bathtub; bathing in wine and milk, North River, George Washington National Forest, 
Rockingham, Virginia.  
 
The idea of washing, of Baptism, and of the inaccessible want of cleanliness, is pervasive in this series of 
works. What does it mean to be clean, really?  
My upbringing and my own history is steeped in rituals tied to Evangelical Christianity on which much of 
the American South was founded, a beautiful, bastardized, proprietary and frequently dissonant series of 
rituals and beliefs that has colored my life into adulthood. In these rituals, and the imagery that begs them 
into existence, there is hypocrisy, to be sure, but also beauty, fragility, and, notably, the pain of Being.  
Even my earliest memories are filled with the idea of needing to be clean. Baths, of course-- times fallen 
into mud puddles, face-first, or spaghettio-spills, too, but baptism, at barely four, and publicly, too, fills 
my mind.  
 
At this auspicious age, I was tarnished already with the weight of being human. To be a person, to occupy 
a body, meant owing penance-- but what world is it where marital affairs and sneaking a cookie before 
dinner have the same consequences?  
As children, we say a lot of words that we don't know the meaning of; “Ring Around the Rosie,” as most 
people know, is a children’s game, but the lyrics are pulled from poetry about plague. It feels, perhaps 
now, in 2021, more relevant than it has in a century or so. So, too, with “Do you Know the Muffin Man,” 
which generational folklore would have us believe is about a serial killer of children. But I remember, 
weekly, lifting my voice with 200 other people, asking to be “washed in the blood of the lamb” to the tune 
of various hymns. I remember the first-time hearing this, and considering the absolute mess that would 
result, logistically, from attempting to follow that line of action--not to mention the smell.  
 
Bathing in blood. The idea of washing and blood were, and are, still, perhaps, for me, fundamentally 




from, returning home for Sunday lunch, I watched my mom prepare steaks in a pan, watching the blood 
drip onto the counter out of the cold, thin pink foam plate to which it was once plastic wrapped. Dripping 
and smelly and violent.  
 
Washed, in this? Body and blood, given for you.  
 
In church, this blood was Welch’s grape juice, served with a pinch of French bread from the Food Lion a 
half mile west on route 3, which, for convenience, opened at 7 on Sundays. “Snack time!” My toddler 
sister once yelled, when she noticed the grape juice being poured during silent prayer, much to my 
parents’ embarrassment. But-- was she wrong?  
 
Grape juice and French bread, or once, in a pinch, tortillas, are a far cry from the wine and unleavened 
bread of the ancient Passover supper from which the sacrament is drawn, not to mention the Exodus, 
lamb’s blood, and violence, and plague from which the Israelites escaped, a history the meal 
acknowledges. All of this, too, says nothing of the brutally violent imagery of a body, literally and 
figuratively, broken absorb the weight of the world.’ 
 
Grape juice and white bread; body and blood. Transfigured, I suppose, and then poured down the huge 
industrial sink, or given over to the nursery babies, afterward. Bizarre runoff from a too-far-gone homage 
to a crucifixion, a prophesy, plague, and exodus.  
.  
Tell me; was the grape juice in my Blue’s Clues thermos Holy, too?  
 





On Christmas Eve five years ago, my parents, Baptists, had to go to a Lutheran service as guests. When it 
was time to take sacrament, we kneeled, took our cups-- and drank, all at once, the Blood.  
 
But, this time, it was not grape juice in our tiny plastic cups, but bitter wine. My mother, who in her six 
decades had never touched lips to alcohol, choked on the burning red liquid. I mustered a convincing 
cough; we differ here on beliefs, as it burned through our sinuses. It was the first time, though, that I had 
considered the violence of the act we were performing.  
 
But should the blood of a pacifist, sacrificed for the sins of the world, not, at the very least, be bitter to 
taste?  
 
Milk and blood are the substances around which gender cycles. I occupy a body that is equipped to 
produce both, and without any need of my permission to do so. Both are. In function, life sustaining, both 
come with pain, and belong to the potential of other bodies to occupy, and nourish themselves, by mine. 
Sustenance and absence; keepers and measures of time, of utility, of bodily value.  
 
These attributes are, decidedly, considered byproducts of my gender, although not all women make both, 
or either substance, and this is cause for angst, or grief or fear or exclusion. Access to the role of 
nourisher, caretaker, and maker. Cycles of birth, death, nourishment, genetically ordained, markers of a 
gendered body.  
 
To be a woman is to begin with loss.  
 





It was this that led to the development of the work, Transubstance, a performance in the North River, a 
River in the Shenandoah valley with a historic location for river baptisms. I was in pursuit of a new type 
of cleansing that reflected the violence, and internal struggle, that I feel and felt in connection with the 
idea of Baptism, sacrament, and the disturbing imagery that is casually described in reference to both. I 
was seeking out something at the intersection of what felt prescriptive, in terms of the cleansing ritual, 
with the feeling of permanent sin and the absolute falling-short of human life, crossed with the pseudo 
nurturing role of my inherently gendered body.  
 
Transubstance came as a result of this investigation; I returned to the North River, with a bathtub, to do 
this performance as a cleansing ritual, blindfolded, in wine, which I fermented from that same Welch’s 
grape juice, and milk. A self-curdling combination, stinging, blinding, and a series of actions motivated 
by intimate, violent touch. Raw and unprotected, and, ultimately, futile, this  
cleansing ritual feels a bit more in line with that of the rituals with which I am familiar, both sacred and 




It was this sense of washing, cleaning, and seeking, too, that drew me to the work, Laundry, which 










Figure 1: Still from Transubstance 
Performed with Caley English. Still from video by Devon Donnis.  























Laundry, 2020 - 2021 
 
It began with an archive of dresses, left to me by my grandmother. Clothing, textile, what comes with the 
endowment of textile. When do we wear textile-- we keep clothes, archive them, assign meaning to 
them? Expectation of performance, behavior, accomplishment-- new, or used-- how do you fit into this 
prescription of existence-- or fail to-- and of body size-- and what does it mean to gift something that is 
adorn and protect the self. And I think I will wear them-- what is the unfinished thought in the archiving 
of them? And what is the use of the fabric-- of anything-- covered and hung. Perfect, preserved--- and lost 
to all function.  
 
So, I washed them, and myself, and hung them to dry.  
 
There is weight in the act of washing. It comes from terms of care, and self- care, and expectation. When 
washing oneself, the goal is to become clean-- but for who? By what standard? Washing practices vary 
greatly from culture to culture, despite the fact that it would be easy to believe that the idea of clean is one 
singular, universal concept-- it isn’t. Patterns of cleaning, and cleaning of self, of clothing--are revealing 
about the values and patterns of belief about cleanness. What are the parts of the self that we want to be 
rid, that we are supposed to want to be rid of? What do we retain, or forgo, in the act of cleaning? For 
these dresses, especially, there is loss, in the act of cleaning them, loss of skin cells, and dirt, and dusk. 
Risk, too, of shifting their delicate makeup into uselessness. Upon removing them from their respective 
Ziplocs, one such dress disintegrated, turned into  
the bag it might be whole, or some semblance of whole-ness. In washing them, in wearing them, I risk 
their structure. There is risk, loss, in the cleaning of them, the preparing them for a new life of use, or 
waiting for it. There is loss, too, in the leaving them wadded up in drawers, waiting. Potential and kinetic 
uses both become loss, lack. There is no way to proceed fairly. I decided to treat the textiles as an 




stillness. There is no manual for caring for old things, or, at least, not these things. I washed them as I do 
my own skin, on my skin, dressing, and undressing, giving care to each piece, exploring it, damaging it; 
its value comes from its use, if only once. I am reminded with the vague memory of all of the times in my 
life I’ve had to bathe in creeks and rivers-- always fully clothed, even among naked bathers, and, 
invariably, startlingly cold. I wash these as myself, with myself, clothes an extension of skin.  
 
So then-- washing and hanging to dry, in the wind. I thought of all of the other times I’ve hung clothing to 
dry; once, on a monastery rooftop in the mountains of Lebanon, with too few clothespins to go around, 
and no shops close-by, to replenish. We would hang clothes to dry at night, and rush up in the mornings, 
in hopes that overnight, morning, they’d have not become light enough to blow away in the sunrise 
winds, or baked hard by the brutal, unmitigated sun. Or, at summer camp, when I would, inevitably, 
forget to pack enough underwear, and would wash them in the evenings and hang them in the trees, so no 
one would find them, and take down my strange installation at dawn, before anyone else woke, dry, 
damp. Public and private. Alternate selves hung out to dry. Visible cloaking over invisible bodies. A new 
horizon, six feet, seven feet-- and in my apartment window, twenty feet or more, above the earth, pinned 
at the shoulder, and drooping, tethered to the line but wanting to go, go, go into the wind like I once did. 
Maybe they feel the same sense of desire, of missing something, elsewhere. Loss by staying, potential 




The dresses, hang and catch the wind. Kites, flags-- surrender to the state of unbeing, in my apartment. 
Once again, fully visible to passersby. Dry, light, clean. And, it would turn out, a severe allergen of mine. 
My breath hung, clenched, in my throat for weeks after their drying. Suffocation and future and history 





Once again, they are filters of air, and-- in the mornings, especially-- light. Would-be stained glass, a 
Holy Space in the absolute ordinary. Restricted space: there are no sanctuaries now-- at least, not that you 
can enter. But here, with the swollen linoleum and walls in need of patching, dropped ceilings, where my 
rent was late this week and certainly will be again--- unstrap your shoes. You are walking on Holy 
Ground.  
My grandfather, a pediatrician, left a hefty supply of stained glass behind him when he left this life.  
Something about fragile bodies being maintained and fragile glass, neé sand, reformed, spoke to him. We 
have his supplies-- boxes and boxes of unfinished heavy glass, dragged cross-country to Virginia homes, 
to sit in wait of use. Small stained-glass arrangements, too-- ordinary things, idealized. Cardinals, the sun, 
in tidy soldered frames for hanging. My parents always hung them in the hallway, over opaque walls, 
where no light could pass through. In the middle ages, stained glass was illustrative, a filter for light 
inward, preventative to looking outward, creation of the illusive Holy Space; illustration of a higher-- ---
something. But how to make that space, that container, of the sacred. The dresses, hung to dry, are my 
makeshift answer to that call. Protection and privacy in one. Filter inward and blinder to that which is 
outside. 







Figure 4: Still from Laundry Performance, 2020. 






Figure 6: Still from Laundry Performance, 2020. 







Figure 9: Still from Laundry Performance, 2020 
 





  Figure 10: Still from Laundry Performance, 2020 
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1Still from Laundry 
Figure 12: Still from Laundry Performance, 2020 





































But only if you have clean hands; do it quickly, and without sound.  
Swallow your protest whole. The calories do not count against your trespasses. 
 
Stillness deafens silence, and, besides, is more peculiar. Heavy and labored in its own weighty absence. 
Potential and laden, eternal, nothing and everything that ever was, caught in a hiccup or less than a breath. 
 
Wash your hands, your feet. Body, mind, self, other. Everything within reach. Scrub; faster. Blood is 
sustenance. You will not be clean yet, or, perhaps, ever. You will wash all the same. It is necessary. 
 

























































Sky, breath.  
 
What is the wind? Slippery, undetectable-- or, rather, detectable, only in its interactions. Energy, static, 
changing-- pulling me upward and I needed to go. I had to hold myself to the chair in my fifth-grade 
classroom to keep from going to whatever it was. I buzzed with the kinetic energy in the air. Static; 
frantic. Pulled by my sternum into the gray unknown. A storm, and--- something else? --are inevitable.   
 
Breath, breath.  
 
























The hardest part of living is sometimes accepting my own solid and soiled presence.  
 
Mass and molecules; memory incarnate. 
 
Atoms, flesh, and else which make up body. I-- we-- should be fluid, condensation, vapor infinitely 
expanding and collapsing. 
 
It would seem more likely than this.  
 
And yet--- a body all the same. Unwanted, perhaps-- here, even so. Stillness. Sort of. Potential energy, 
bone-bound. 
 
Every body-- every living, dying, digesting, cell of body-- borrows the space it occupies, respirating its 
rent. We consume, gather, collect, touch, sustain, deteriorate. 
 
Self-preservation, endless and oblique. Something to do. 
There is order and then there is chaos, or so we proclaim (somewhat presumptuously) over that which we 
do not understand. 
 
We try to maintain them into oblivion. Solace in strategy. Magnetic repulsion manifest. We fear and know 
the loss autonomy that comes.  
 


















Performance with my grandmother’s dresses, flown as a kite.  
Westmoreland State Park.  
Kite and earth. Moon, Earth. Umbilical attachment to Other.  
 
This work comes to be about attachment to Other things. Self, personhood, a sister. Perhaps an 
expectation. It is about destruction of an object in order to give it new form. A cable-line of nourishment, 
protection, and negotiation, in a place of change and loss. A would-be ocean: actually, the river I would 
have been baptized in, weather permitting, in the place I spent childhood summers searching for fossilized 
sharks’ teeth, like the dresses, another ancient record of a life passed. A tool, a relic.  
 
This work, then, is linear with a suggestion of the cyclical;  moving from wearing and wind, on a shore, to 
textile-in transformation, to a kite, to loss. A motion forward from something delicate, and worn, fragile 
and full of history, to an un-making, torn away, reassembled, into something with flight. This something, 
the kite, does not just exist, but once again requires negotiation, through planes of movement and 
stillness, and crashing forward, to ascend. In my own memory, kites are always flying, but my practical 
and forgettable experience reminds me otherwise. It’s a push--pull- shimmy upward, linear 
communication of give and take. The kite, a newly heavenly body learns to ask of its master; the flyer 
listens with their hands to these asks, negotiations, reminds it of gravity, climbing through panes of 
geothermal movement. Ground and sky; umbilical tether. To mark the progress more and more of the 
dress is given. Torn at the hem. This is an action I’d seen for years in movies-- princesses, or women-as-
heroines, mostly. Hems torn out as slings, tourniquets, to save princes, and without hesitation-- but-- 
didn’t she need that hem, to uphold the modest upheld by those she saved? Hers always come back, 
regenerates somehow. Mine never did. And modern clothes don’t tear like that anyway. Delicate, 




the silk is cetenerial. So-- upward, it is sent, as the thing cared for asks for more and more until-- it has it 
all, and I know it must leave, and I release it to the wind that I would give anything to follow.  
 
To make this piece, I returned to the beach my sister and I used to comb for shark’s teeth as children; a 
blank space, in early morning, full of ancient, jagged trophies, worn smooth by millennia of river tides. 
With me, I brought a treadle sewing machine, similar to the one on which that my grandmother taught my 
mother, an eager five-year-old with little hand eye coordination, to sew. I wore one of the dresses, tan, 
and blue, to match the horizon, which wouldn’t have survived another move, had I wanted it to, and, as it 
fell off of my body in the sun and wind, I tore the hem- like princesses and heroines and clumsy children 
before me—and began to re-form it into a kite.  
 
The last time I’d flown a kite before this I was in Beirut, or, more specifically, Byblos, the longest-
occupied city, at least by humans, in the world, and supposed origin site of written language.  
 
I was visiting, although I had been a few times before when I was living, briefly, in Beirut as an intern, 
and was familiar enough with the area to travel alone to meet friends.  
 
They had taken a cab, earlier, and I, after a meeting, had taken a public bus, dozing off on the way, and 
then hopping onto the sand in summer heat, bag bouncing against my leg, pants and scarf and sleeves and 
hair blowing in the strong wind, roaring against my ears. I walked around for maybe an hour up and down 
the half-mile strip of public access sand, feet sinking in, and never found them; their cab driver had found 
them a superior, less crowded beach, and our local phone plans were all but useless here.  
 
So, I walked, and looked, and—out of nowhere—a man, in his sixties, hair greased back, massive belly 





I always remember it as being white; it couldn’t have been. When have I once seen a white kite? Perhaps 
it is the simple and cruel ridiculousness of an animated character grinning back at me, as trapped as I was.  
 
It was already flying sailing up and up, when he handed it over. And, for a moment, I was sailing with it, 
joyful and relieved at the benign transaction, simple and kind. After a few minutes, he came over to show 
me how to fly it; but I was already flying it fine, letting it negotiate for string with me into the blue abyss, 
and was the champion kite-flyer of my county in my childhood besides. I needed, nor wanted, instruction, 
but my limited Arabic didn’t serve me in communicating. So, allowing for the bizarre gesticulation, I 
listened patiently, barely, and watched my kite instead, flipping and directing it into airborne shapes, a 
little shy-bound puppy for my enjoyment.  
 
Until—again, without warning or need—he grabbed my arms, and pinned them to my sides. I tried to 
push them away, blood pounding, mixed with wind-in my ears. Had I been too patient? Too stupid? Had I 
made a fatal mistake? I tried to disengage my shoulders, but— 
 
No. He pinned my elbows into my ribs, tighter, tighter, under the public guise of teaching me to fly.  
 
Teaching me to fly.  
 
I spent the days and nights after that wondering why I hadn’t just thrown the kite or yelled--- but I knew.  
Women are caretakers. I was taught to preserve order, objects, the comfort of people at the expense of 
myself. We remained in this strange tableaux for what seemed like hours, his arms pinning me down, 
hands over mine over kite-spool. And I remembered the times in my childhood oboe teacher had done the 
same, putting my reed in his mouth, holding my shoulders, and ribs, tight, to, in theory, help my posture. 





And I remembered the lessons I’d learned then- 
 
Slow your pulse 
Breathe, slowly,  
Let him trust you enough to adjust his grip— 
 
I did, and as his hands slid down my back and around my waist-- 
 
I broke away.  
 
I don’t remember what happened to the kite. I’d like to think that I threw it, but I am pretty sure, before 
saving myself, I handed it gingerly back to him.  
 
Bodily consent as a path to escape. Had I betrayed my own soul to barter for my freedom?  
 
I went home after that, and sat sober at the bar, shivering till the moon rose overhead while my friends 
danced.  
 
But what had become of the kite?  
 
My own kite never flew that high. It was less elegant, more fight, now, but it was, indeed my own. An 
exercise in negotiation and consent and letting go of memories twofold; one which tightens my chest to 






I had visions of it sailing high, floating up, and up, until it was small, and drifting away, to another 
continent, perhaps: smooth, simple, gestural. Reality was less poetic. In my memory, kites are glorious 
and simple; you release them, and they float up and away and tug wonderfully on their string and beg for 
height, bowing gracefully to their grinning puppeteer on the ground.  
 
In practice, handmade kites are a bit more like unruly toddlers, resisting air, accommodating gravity. The 
act of flying one is distinctly unbeautiful and awkward, running and tearing my stockings, yelling at the 
kite, watching it fail.  
 
And fail and fail.  
 
It never flew wonderfully well, but it had beautiful, relieving moments of sailing, defying gravity, before 
sinking back to the ground, crumpled, tearing and breaking, again and again and again. Until, ultimately, 
aspiration, and hope, and crippling failure, became the rhythm of this work. Hot, sweaty hands. short 
sprints, and tripping over the string, silk stockings tangling up in sand and thread and would-be-kite tails 




Life is distinctively unbeautiful, I think, and my romanticization of this kite, of my grandmother, of 
memory, was ousted by the more practical feeling of frustration and falling. Care-taking as negotiation, 
























































































Figure 17: Image of Laundry Installation in Duke Hall Gallery of Fine Art 










































































I am six, yelling goodbyes to each wave as it crests, fully lost in by the aural and olfactory assault of 
infinite ocean. Salt spray and wind force my own desperate words back into my throat. Swallow, or don’t. 
 
I do not know---is the ocean oneself or a thousand, each wave a new Being-- ten thousand-fold. I am one 
thing, a thousand, waiting for something I can’t yet articulate. Goodbye, then, a thousand-fold. Or once. I 
am not sure. 
 
I run towards them--- it--- knowing the crash that comes next, body- enveloped, knocked over and 
breathless. For just a brief moment, gravity is overwritten. Salt. Chaos. Body, cells, self- fully-- briefly, 
unbound, unknown. East, West, left, up-- arbitrary coordinates in an unmarked plane of being. 
 
Spin-cycle. Stop. Am I clean? 
 
No, I am bleeding. 
 












Performance, farm ladders, found and bought, Assateague Island National Seashore, where we once lost 
my sister.  
 
Ladders: points of access between the Holy and Unholy plane. Points A to B. A question of 
transversal. Ladders; I’ve been considering ladders for a few years. Access points. Skeletal, and 
hopefully, worthy of the trust we assign them.  
 
I wished for years for my parents to open up the emergency fire escape ladder they kept under their bed; 
the heroic image on the front of the unopened cardboard box, of the family climbing down this beautiful, 
skeletal, back-lit thing, out of a second story window. I planned my route, and how I would carry the cat, 
and secretly wished for the opportunity to descend the linear, spindly thing. In actuality, I could have 
jumped out of my second-story window and survived, likely unharmed. The lines of the ladder drew me 
in nonetheless. Some ladders are single-use—and some remain, gathering dust, under beds for a lifetime. 
To my knowledge it still sits under the shoes and winter sweaters in my parents’ bedroom.  
 
 For what do we descend, ascend?  
 
What goes up must come down. Up, up—free fall. Past my favorite tree and the porch railings and inot 
soft grass. Up, up, up- to what?  
 
So, thinking about loss, and maybe arbitrary effort, and being knocked down, and the Way Things Are 
Right Now. Stagnations and non-access and access to the holy (Holy?) Other. The water here both 
supports the ladder and prevents its success. Tethered and kinetic and hopeless all at once.  
 
Tied at the waist-- would-be-witches and prophets and child-skiers alike. A testament to imperfection, 
falling; determination of wickedness or drowned innocence; control and exoneration in one form. The 
expectation that a person might become a body. Something to be retrieved.  
 
To try to climb a ladder that I know won’t hold my weight, won’t stand up in the sand, but it’s the one I 





And again-- violence.  
 
Body, salt, probably blood. Wood. Old things that don’t sustain; arbitrary and frustrating effort; necessary 
all the same. Holiness and death; vindication in failure. My ladder or Jacob’s? Salt in my flesh, opened by 
jagged wooden edges.  
Drowning and breath and pain in my throat and eyes and chest in Want of Something Else.  
 
The ladder that once held my body- and the failed to—in the ocean, now holds my sister’s quilts, blue 
paint scratched up by a disgruntled kitten, sharpening her claws. A tool of various function one more, and 
decorative, nonetheless-- a life so far from its one of farm use, or ocean-bound tethering.  
 
Ascent, in three cycles. Alone, alone, and in a trio. Trinity, triumvirate. Earth, wind, fire; soil, fever, 
breath. Danger and fury and fear in one.  
 
This work, Ascent, feels like a nearly explicit hearkening to the Biblical narrative of Jacob’s ladder, 
which, in Abrahamic religions, is acknowledged as a ladder that appears to Jacob, in a dream, as a point 
of transversal between the Holy Realm and Earth (Genesis 28:10–17.)  The significance of this dream is 
debated, but, in general, it is believed within Christianity and Judaism to be an acknowledgement of the 
obligation and inheritance as a one of God’s chosen people, and future patriarch of a nation. This is 
significant, too, because Jacob, son of Isaac and Rebekah, is actually most known, at least in Bible-study 
circles, for tricking his blind father into giving him the inheritance meant for his minutes-older, more 
physically masculine, twin brother on his deathbed by wearing a sheepskin on his arms to feel rougher. 
Both, according to tradition, fathered nations of Israel, eternally warring for inheritance. Despite the 
trickery, God shows significant favor to Jacob-- per Romans 9:13-- 
 
Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated. 
 
This work, about ladders, and access to Holy planes, and non-access, and futility to be sure, is, at its core, 
a work about my sister and myself. Sisters, nearly identical, although not twins, fighting for our 
respective space in this world, largely at odds with each other. We come from a religious traditionalism, 
to be sure, and I returned to the beach where, as a child, we’d thought, for a terrifying half hour, that she 
had drowned-- only to find her back at the car, alone, a toddler with a purpose. We were baptized twice, 
both times together. We both, separately, experienced eating disorders in silence, and, too, involvement 




suicide and dementia which was left out of the stories we were told, no generation we have known being 
excepted. She   Futility and pain as an act of cleansing, and the Biblical struggle of an inheritance we did 

























Figure 19: Still from Ascent Cycle 1, still from video by Camillia Elci.  




Figure 21: Still from Ascent Cycle 2 






Figure 33: Still from Ascent Cycle 3 
Figure 23: Still from Ascent Cycle 3, still from video by Elliot Smith, featuring Nava Levenson. 











Figure 25: Video and Installation Views of Ascent  
b: Ascent as three-channel video installed in Duke Hall Gallery of Fine Art 












Myth and Material  
or  












Evidence of their wickedness still remains: 
a continually smoking wasteland, 
plants bearing fruit that does not ripen, 
and a pillar of salt standing as a monument to an unbelieving soul  
 
















Myths create noise.  
We are our own histories written in flesh. 
Wind and water: unmake me; I am yours amidst the weight of want and momentum. This is brief and 
unapologetic existence.  















[Self Portrait as] Seven Piles, 2021 
Salt, from the Dead Sea, and the Atlantic; 933 eggshells; seven arms-full of clay and soil from 
below my childhood treehouse; several fistfuls of frankincense; a fistful of myrrh; my hair, 
collected over the last year, mothballs, honey, and wool; ashes from burnt journal pages and 
incense.  
 
I pull a lot of imagery from my involuntary memory archive of self and scriptural texts; my 
family is deeply religious, and I practice, and I find a lot of the imagery, both culled from holy 
texts and the rituals therein derived, are occasionally beautiful and frequently unsettling. I think 
there’s something particularly bizarre about a belief system and a world philosophy, or set of 
philosophies, that emphasize temporality, but the western investment in many (toxic, toxic) ways 
to preserve the body in its living form after life stops. I think we like to pretend that life, living, 
doesn’t stop. Hair dye, formaldehyde (to which I am dangerously allergic, and got out of biology 
class dissections for,) extending the form of the body beyond function.  
 
I have always kept things. I started thinking about frankincense when I was stranded on a long 
layover in Doha, and I went to one of the markets on a guided tour. And it was fun, and 
beautiful, and it was warm out, and I got briefly and terrifyingly lost, but almost everything I 
turned over had a “made in China” sticker on the bottom. And sure, I’ve seen this before. But I 
did begin to consider the commodification and performativity of exoticism. 90% of the 
population of Qatar is expatriated, most from the West. Performed otherness and exoticism, and 
the fact that I had expected all of those things on this dumb little guided airport city tour. 




bleeding in my mouth so badly I couldn’t eat anything for days, and salt hurt every crevice in my 
mouth, reopening the wounds. It was Ramadan besides, so food was not readily available-- and I 
only had enough cash to buy frankincense for a friend or pay for a shower. I bought the 
frankincense. Something about the commodification about both holiness and cleansing. 
 
All that to say, salt, frankincense, cleansing, preservation, and commodification of experience, 
body. Also, blood seems interminably intertwined with all of it.  
 
Sap-based and earth-based extraction, used to preserve, prolong. Keeping-- body, food, alive. 
Extractions used for medicine and overwhelmingly in the embalming process. Frankincense, in 
ancient and some contemporary eastern medicines, is known as an antimicrobial and antiviral, 
and for clotting. I think most people in the contemporary western world associate both of these 
things with the Christmas narrative-- but the subtext of the narrative is that the gifts are 
foreshadowing for both healing and death/embalming prophesied for the gift-receiver.  
 
Keeping. Frankincense, myrrh, hair, wool, mud/clay, and moth balls. Again, preservation of 
clothing. Sinful attachment, sentiment. Loss, and fear of it.  
 
In Abrahamic texts, Lot’s wife, usually nameless, is left behind when God comes to destroy the 
sinful cities of Sodom and Gomorrah -- the city for which the modern word, “sodomy,” was 
devised. In short form, Lot, according to the texts, a righteous man, and his family, are to be 




turns to look back-- for any one of the reasons someone running away from everything they 
know, and love might-- 
 
Did I leave the iron on?  
Did we pack the cat?  
Where are my mother, sister, daughters--is it their screams I hear now?  
 
She turns back to look- just once- and is instantaneously, or subsequently, depending on the 
interpretation of the translation-- turned to a pillar of salt.  
 
In some texts, including the Quran, Lut, or Lot’s, wife, is simply left behind. She cannot separate 
herself from the life she has known. But, in the Torah, and the Old Testament, and 
deuterocanonical works used by Orthodox as sacred texts, Lot’s wife looks back. In some oral 
teachings, she looks back because her daughters had married Sodomites, and looked to see if 
they’d been spared; in these, she is turned to salt because her looking back was indicative of her 
secret longing for that way of life.  In others, she looks back, and is punished because she has 
seen the face of God and cannot be allowed to live. 1 The text of Genesis, however, offers no 
explanation for her moment of turning around, only that it is defiance of the commandment not 
to, which, per the text, is only actually ever given to her husband.  
 
This moment calls to mind a similar one for Eve, per Abrahamic text, first woman and wife of 
Adam. whose choice, per Genesis, to eat of the fruit of wisdom, creates the punishment of labor, 
 




menstruation, and childbirth for all subsequent women.  But, per Genesis 2, the commandment 
not to east of the fruit of wisdom is given only to Adam.  And sure, we assume he told Eve, the 
only other human, at some point.  But do we know?  
 
What a punishment to offer to an entire gender of people, for eternity, off of a commandment 
one woman received secondhand and broke once.  
 
In a third version, more common in Jewish tradition, Lot’s wife is sometimes given a name, 
Edith or Ado. Per non-textual legend, she borrows salt from neighbors, who are alerted to the 
presence of the holy messenger in her home, which causes the beginning of the chaos and danger 
unto them. And, because she sinned with salt, so too is she punished.  
 
Because she sinned with salt, so too is she punished.  
 
Cue the naming of hundreds of vertical and salt-made rock structures after the woman who bears 
no name and wears his one mistake for all of history.  
 
The history of salt beyond that of Lot’s wife, has been gendered, too. Cultural perception of salt 
as a mineral, and preservation and fermentation of foods involving salt, has determined which 
hands would do the labor.  
 
Salt determined a significant amount of trade, and ritual, habits globally. It allowed for 




economy of food consumption and ritual preservation. And, too, variations of the mineral were 
valued differently across regions and for different dishes; the wealthy had the most variety for, 
purest, and greatest access to salts; many rich foods were served, even, with piles of salt, carried 
on knife-tip, up from the salt cellar. Medieval feast plates even had small indentations for salt-
piles to accompany the food.  
 
In search of an affordable table salt, the Welsh developed a process for dredging bay salt from 
march lands separated, by sea walls, with man-made dams. During the day, paludiers, meaning 
salt-workers, but literally translating to marsh-workers, managed a complex system of traicts and 
dams, leading to salt-ponds, and scraped up salt crystals with long, wooden rakes, setting the salt 
crystals to dry on man-made dikes, before carrying them away in wheelbarrows. In the evenings, 
though, delicate salt crystals, or a salt-crust of sorts, would form on the surfaces of these same 
ponds--called fleur de sal. A second scraping, this time, of the surface of the water, would take 
place, and, because of the delicate nature of the salt itself, was considered to be women’s work-- 
despite the requirement that barrels of the fleur de sal of up to 90 lbs., was to be carried on the 
women’s heads, out of the saltmarshes.2 Delicacy is relative, I guess.  
 
In a number of indigenous cultures in North America, salt-expeditions were gender exclusive; 
only men were permitted to make the sacred treks to retrieve the mineral, although, notably, the 
Navajo proved an inclusive exception. In much of medieval France, a superstition that still trails 
culturally to this day, menstruating women were considered to be “in the brine,” or en salaison,  
 




and were forbidden from doing salt-related work, or even physical proximity to brining or 
fermentation; they were considered a particular threat to vineyards. 3 
 
Water to wine and wine to vinegar. Now I use both to catch fruit flies in my kitchen.  
 
When I was living in Bucharest, I was not allowed to sit on the floor, because, per the men I 
worked with,  
 
Ovarele tale vor îngheța; Your ovaries will freeze.  
 
I don’t know how concrete radiating with July heat would ever freeze my ovaries. And what 
business was it of theirs if it did? 
 
I sat on the ground regardless.  
 
There’s an ancient system of measurement in north Africa and the Middle East-- Ephas, or Egg-
weight. The egg, considered universal, was the base for unit of measure-- but on trade routes, 
because of genetic variations among people-groups, there was some difference. The same with 
cubits-- elbow-to-fingertip-- thought to be consistent, by a persona measure, too. Person-to-
person different, intimate. Body-bound. Arm and egg; fertility, feeding, weight. Volume.  
 
The lives of biological females begin with creation and loss both.  
 




Before birth, the fetal ovaries already contain upwards of 7 million eggs; at the time of birth, 
only 1 million remain. At the time of puberty, on average, around 300,000 remain, with a daily 
loss of 30-35, or, per 28-day cycle, a little less than 1,000.4  For the last four months of 
pregnancy, it is possible for a mother to contain three generations of genetic material, called 
mitochondrial DNA, within them at once.5   6 million of those genetic codes will be obliterated 
by the time the would-be mother herself is born. There is no time, or space, for kinship, then.  
 
 













4 “Female Reproductive System: Structure & Function,” Cleveland Clinic, accessed April 12, 2021, 
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/9118-female-reproductive-system. 
 
5 Woods, D. C., Khrapko, K., & Tilly, J. L. (2018). Influence of Maternal Aging on Mitochondrial Heterogeneity, 




Figure 26: Self Portrait as Seven Piles: Pile One: Seven Arms-full of Soil and Clay from 




































Figure 29: Self Portrait as Seven Piles: Piles Four and Five: Several Hands-Full of Frankincense and Myrrh.  

























Figure 31: Self Portrait as Seven Piles: Pile Seven: Ashes from Burnt Journal Pages and Various 







































































Our bodies biograph our own manifest landscape, gathering, building on, damaging.  
 
We are written by our spaces. 
 





















Untitled: walks, 2020-21 
I have always felt a relationship with land. My childhood was spent, almost entirely, in the woods. The 
progress and cycle of those spaces, so small, but so important. The smell of leaves becoming dirt; the 
sound of every leaf around shaking and filtering the golden autumn light-- irreplicable in memory.  
 
Earth is the history of itself. And, also, its occupants. The earliest document mentioning “American Soil,” 
meant as a place, and not a substance, came from President James Polk, in a letter to congress about the 
War for Texan independence. American blood on American soil; a vernacular and political Americanism 
that refers to place, and not substance. My mother talks about “American soil,” as the idea of a place 
where she will stop worrying about me, when I am abroad. I’ve toyed with the idea of bringing a jar of 
home-soil with me next time I travel, of which to send a picture to her the next time she says this. 
Besides, is American soil safer?  
 
I would argue, likely not. For women, or people of color, or anyone who was not born an able-bodied 
white man, history will support me on that. But, to my mother, familiarity, and legibility of law, 
transportation, and growing seasons, I suppose, feel like safety in her hands. I will not tell her how I cling 
to my keys and pepper spray outside of my apartment each night in the dark, but breathe freely in the 
Swiss mountains now, and set my purse down in the grass for hours while I wander. But, I suppose, had 
my soil come with this feeling would not be compromised. Safety, place, and soil are all relative.  
 
Soil is the history of itself, its users, its use. Nutrient rich or poor, soil is only made up of its contributors. 
A record of things that no longer are. And suppose I dragged a jar-ful of Arizona red dirt to my own front 
yard; would it not be displaced, although still American? And suppose I brought this jar, and some of my 
own soil, then, to Cairo. When does it cease to be, if not carry its history? Or, like people, will soil carry 
its history for eternity? And, if I stand on it, what rules then apply? The first time my mother bought 




clay from the creek from which to sculpt. But, I suppose, it’s easier to find dirt in a bag, neatly packaged 
with ingredients on the back. I have found myself guilty of purchasing nicely bagged soils from time to 
time now, as an adult, with no yard of my own. From this sense of soil-bound obligation has sprung two 
things: first, I have, as part of my self-portrait, a mound of clay from underneath my childhood playhouse; 
it is beautiful, rich, and perfect-- and indistinguishable from the smell of my childhood memories and the 
feel of safety and ignorance from the rest of the world. I would make small birds and bowls out of this, 
decades ago. I am sure other ancient people did the same over the millennia before I came to use it, with 
more skill and doubtless more sense than had I at the time.  
 
The second consideration was one of the needs to re-familiarize me with new solid; the soils of Here and 
Now. I think often about how, as new humans, children, playing, or being, in a place, the woods, for me, 
was an activity and goal in and of itself. As an adult, to go to the woods, and be there, I have to fix a 
society-approved objective to it-- I am hiking, perhaps, or running,  
 
To write- to think- is to have a relationship, albeit nearly imaginary, with the subject. I get a large amount 
of satisfaction from manual labor and enterprise. I want a relationship with the land, the soil-- that which 
makes itself and unmakes itself. I am hardly ever aware of the land I walk or drive on. The untitled walks  
are my own effort to reconcile relationship with the landscape by way of listening to the land, and feeding 
it the words, if only as temporary as the experience of occupying it. Land requires listening, relationships 
require listening. To listen, and to return, is a generous act; in my walks, I am to return to said relationship 












Figure 32: Still from Untitled: Walks: Mole Hill  as dual-channel video.  













Figure 35: Still from Untitled: Walks: Ingram’s Mill 







Figure 36: Still from Untitled: Walks: Mole Hill 







Figure 38:  Untitled: Walks : Assateague 

























Figure 41: Untitled: Walks, with viewer participation, as installed in Duke Hall Gallery of 
Fine art.  
Figure 40: Untitled: Walks, with viewer participation, as installed in Duke Hall Gallery of 












means to ends 
or 

























To breathe is to commit to existence.   
 
We digest the atmosphere slowly and all at once, swallowing whole in want of instruction.  
 
It does not come. We are dormant in our knowledge of our own habits. 
 
This is what it must mean, then, to be human.  
 


















My work is, functionally, an attempt at recording and wrestling my own experience as a person, 
occupying space, and dresses, expectations in textile and ritual form.  
In my own work the generosity and exchange is controlled, by me, as the giver. In the other works, 
agency is given to the viewer.  
 
In Distance, I am doing cutting, generous tearing, of this deeply personal textile, giving at the request of 
an unspeaking object, which asks, by touch, gravity, force for more. This work is also an exploration of 
limits, much in the way of artists such as Carolee Schneemann, quite literally in her work, Up to and 
Including her limits, evaluates body as limiting factor, and care-centered works of Janine Antoni, 
specifically the nourishment and washing work, Lick and Lather,  and the body-impression in lard 
performance, So, too, do I think there is a dialogue with the work, 2038- a tender self-portrait with the 
artist, bathing in a watering trough, which is being drunk out of by a dairy cow, labeled, as biological 
machine, 2038. This image, with the cow, looks gentle, but labels them both-- the cow almost looks like 
it’s nursing from Antoni’s breast, in a position of nurturing, but the label, and the surroundings, label 
them both as biological machines. These are themes I begin to explore in Transubstance, a combination 
ritual involving the red wine of the sacrament ritual, and milk, tied to the reproductive expectation of 
those occupying female bodies and nurturers and feeders both, biological machines in our own rite.  
 
For my work, I am often thinking about, and returning to, the ideas of breath, soil, place, body. I have 
been particularly interested in the history ecology in-relational-performative work, particularly that of 
Marilena Prêda-Sanc, and Geta Bratescu, women working with land and space, and in Bratescu’s case, 
textile-in-installation. I have culled from these works a sense of space and responsibility, as well as that of 





So, too, have I taken a cue from Marina Abramovic’s work, in agency, cleansing, and isolation, returning 
to her instructions to Becoming Superhuman.  
 
 Place, and loss, as catalysts for deeper awareness of self, are all part of the work I am making now.  
 
I think, too, that I would be remiss not to mention, at the very least, the visual kinship with her work The 
House with The Ocean View (2002,) as well to my work, Ascent. When making this work, which resulted 
in 12 days in isolation in an outward facing home-space with minimal furnishings in three parts: 
bathroom, sleeping space, and eating spaces. Three bare looking ladders, straight up and down, had to be 
climbed to exit, and then re-enter, each space. Abramovic discusses, when discussing the work, the tasks 
of cleansing the mind with ritual, and how this is an attempt to reconcile the task of cleansing space, and, 
by extension, self, by living out its simplest form, fully outward and to the public, with minimal tools. 
Three ladders, climbed, in an attempt to approach something like cleansing. So, too, am I drawn to the 
sculptural work, Ladder for Booker T Washington, by Martin Puryear, a meandering wooden ladder that I 
first encountered, as a child and not-yet-artist, at the Modern Art Museum in Fort Worth, Texas, making 
an image that I could never quite get out of my head. Puryear talks about his work as a testament to slow 
and seemingly impossible work pursued by those acting for racial justice in America, and how Booker T 
Washington himself was a gradualist: one who worked slowly, and indirectly, with the hope that better 
actions would ultimately result in a better life, compared to other activists, who worked with a more 
instantaneous and explosive approach in mind. The ladder itself is 36’ tall but is also built-in forced 
perspective- an old and current scenographer’s trick- to confuse the mind in terms of spatial perception. 
Puryear, too, admits that the title came after the construction and completion of the work-- and that, 
ultimately, it is about manipulated perception and access. Puryear’s ladder is suspended in the air, a few 
feet from the ground, and, at only 1-¼” wide at the top, far from the ceiling, too, at the end. From 





I return, often, to Janine Antoni’s performance, Touch, where she walks along the horizon of her once-
home in freeport, Bahamas, on a tightrope. A balance act, a tightrope, always, in spite of my memory, is 
not fully taut, but responds to her weight. It is, in the way that I am working with the kite, a negotiation in 
space for access to that part, in the form of a horizon-line of her own history, an access interrupted and 
not guaranteed. Body as tool for conversation with space. I think, then, that in my own work, touch, 
proximity, with land, my own textiles, myself, as proxy for relational negotiation.   
I think, too, although structurally differently, I share in a visual language of light, filtration, and bodily-
presence with Eva Hesse, specifically her sculptural works, Contingent, Right After, and Repetition 19.  
The majority of my works, although they end up as performances, begin with objects and forms—or the 
idea of them.  Both my fixation of the ground, and my habitual movement upwards, toward suspension, 
hanging, or translucency, follow in the visual lineage, I think, of the softness, discomfort, and poetic 
pseudo-bodily forms, often suspended, and the movement she established towards an almost entirely 
feminine sculptural language.  
I also acknowledge, in more contemporary works, a chronology and kinship, if not explicit inspiration, 
from the artists Beth Moysés and Li Xinmo, both feminist artists dealing with the visual imagery of 
violence and beauty in one moment. Moyses’ works are thematically tied to the idea of violence and 
purity as rites of passage and pain for women, specifically with mothers and daughters. Her work is a a 
poetic presentation of the painful; I came across her work, Lecho/Rojo/Red Bed, (Salamanca, 2007) a 
performance piece about partner violence, where a circle of women, dressed only in white bed sheets, 
form bright red lipstick into hearts with bare hands, soiling the bed sheets, and their bodies, with red as 
the work. The act begins a beautiful and ritualistic but turns more and more grotesque and violent—but 
still ritual-- as they work. This work, and her later piece, Diluías en Agua/Diluted in Water, a 
performance where women, dressed in white dressed, wash their feet in water which stains their dresses 
red, are in direct conversation with my works, Transubstance and Laundry both. Her choice to clothe her 
performers, women, in white, comes from the same root as my decision to do the same, although, most of 




wedding dresses, a choice I had initially made in my own work and predecessor to that presented in this 
series. Moysés has discussed the feeling that white, be it for weddings, baptisms, communions-- comes 
with the expectation and legacy of purity, passed from generation to generation of mothers and daughters. 
Many of her pieces are about soiling the pure surfaces of the dresses or fabrics clothing her performers, 
the women performing the rituals of both soiling and washing; my work approaches something of the 
same, asking similar questions, and using red- both explicitly as lipstick, in both her work Red Bed and 
my own work, Transubstance, and in a more literal way, in Diluted in Water, to reflect the ideas of 
cleansing, violence, and imposed impurity on the female body. Her work is contextualized in South and 
Central America, and mine in the American South, both reflections on our respective culture, ritual, and 
gendered expectations for coming of age. Similarly, Li Xinmo, a feminist critic, artist, and researcher, 
makes work connecting body, consent, pain, and occasionally ecology as it relates to women’s issues, in 
the context of contemporary China. Xinmo’s 2008 piece, The Death of the Xinkai River, features herself 
as the performer in a white dress, lying in the heavily polluted Xinkai river, submerged, as a body and in 
visual homage to both the classical Ophelia and the recent murder of a young woman, a local college 
student, whose body had been dumped in the same river. In her performance, Xinmo says,   
 
“This beautiful river has already died. The young woman also died. Perhaps I want to intentionally make 
death appear before us, to make people see their crimes.” 
 
As she sinks into the river, her dress-- her performance-wear is almost always a white dress-- becomes 
more and more soiled. Washing and soiling all at once-- ecology and ritual and care in one work. In a 
similar work, entitled Farewell Ritual (2008,) Xinmo collects water from the river that flows between the 
major cities of Beijing and Tianjin, she lay, in a  clear, glass box, on a pedestal for the Dadao art exhibit, 
allowing water from this river to be poured over her, filthy and stinking, polluting the box, her dress, and 
simulation the death of the river-- and all thats in it- with human waste. Again, I feel a kinship with my 




River running through George Washington National Forest, and places it at the center of a ritual about 
violence. This goes back, too to the ideas explored in Laundry, too:  cleansing and pollution in the same 
swift action.  
 
So, too, does she deal with the idea of simultaneous making and unmaking, as represented through textile. 
In two works, Love is Colder Than Death (2013,), and Memory (2013), Xinmo again wears white dresses, 
and re-forms them into something else, in the end, leaving her naked and exposed. In the former, the asks 
audience members, “do you want to kill me?” and for each reply, slashes into her dress, until it falls apart, 
and she re-forms it into a child, which she lays to rest outside of the exhibition space. In Memory, the 
slashes are self-imposed, a narrative about her own experience as a girl going through adolescence, 
punctuated with several pregnancies, miscarriages, and abortions. With each memory that she recites, she 
again, tears out a piece of her dress, re-shaping each one into a doll, and painting faces on them. The work 
is about loss, pain, and the complicated emotions that come with a body that reproduces-- or doesn’t-- 
without the consent of its occupier. Both of these works, although di in content, feel in direct conversation 
with Distance, a work where I handle memory differently, and build my grandmother’s dress into a kite, 
an object filled with both childlike wonder and beauty, and irreversibly tied to specific memory of bodily 
violation and fear. I also have been looking toward the performance work of Elana Katz, who performs 
Washing interventions, specifically her 2014 work, Clear Soap, a four-hour performance with bubbles in 
a bathtub, once again, wearing white, pursuing the impossible task of making the soap fully disappear. 
This work has a more playful framing than Antoni, Moysés, or even myself, but visually and in terms of 
content, approaches, again, the question of residue and the approach of impossible tasks, and the erasure 
of record-- in the form of bubbles bath, a residue in and of itself.  
Speaking to object-narrative relationships, I find that my work, too, while differing in content, echoes, in 
its reconciliation of image, document, and artifact, the works of both Renee Green and Bill Viola. Green’s 




specific histories through narratives woven across digital and physical making, in complex installations 
that are couched as decorative art-pieces. These works feel in kinship with my work, laundry, and its 
installation and inclusion of the washtub, textile-artifacts, as necessary to the narrative structure apart 
from the inclusion of the more linear video. So, too, does Laundry speak to Viola’s polyptych, 
Catherine’s Room, a set of stills of domestic-adjacent tableaus, where light from a singular window, and a 
woman performing series of mundane tasks below it, suggest the passage of time.   Time, and cleansing, 
play a critical role in much of Viola’s work, in a way that my own work mirrors, perhaps, through a lens 
differently colored by my differing, and, perhaps, often, gendered, experiences. His works Ablution and 
Ascension, both video and sound installations, consider time, cleansing, and identity in visual series.   
 
Distance, Ascent, and Laundry, and Untitled: walks, and Seven Piles, are in conversation with space, and 
land; site specificity, but also relationship, becomes critical. This is in conversation with similar artists, 
working as physical presence in space; Mary Mattingly’s recent series, Nomadographies, ascribes a visual 
to textile as spatial-relational-- something between survival structure and visual-spatial improvisation. Her 
striking visuals, especially in terms of horizontality, give a planar sense to her photographic works. For 
Distance, my visuals, wide and bare, seek the same latitude. Body in relationships to space. So, too, the 
performative video works of Shirin Neshat, in terms of narrative structure Her highly performative highly 
cinematic video works narrate the sacred and secular iconography or her respective landscape and 
homeland of Iran placing women, and their bodies at the center of the abstracted narrative. My narrative, 
also pseudo-cyclical, presents a recontextualization of the questions of space, body, and femininity when 
space is loss. Unlike Neshat’s work, my own approach is not a question of displacement, but, perhaps, of 
placement; I ask questions of the history and obligation that comes with the spaces I already occupy, and 





I think, too, that I owe my work as much to text as visual lineage. I read constantly, but I come back to a 
few books and authors regularly; I drink them like water. I have, recently, been particularly drawn into 
books about space and land and soil and caretaking, once again, as it relates to gendered self. Both 
Braiding Sweetgrass and Gathering Moss, by Robin Wall Kimmerer, deal with relationship to ecology 
(she is an ecologist,) soil, and personal history, told by a woman who is a biologist with a dual family 
history of indigenous ways of living and being through her mother, and a white American father. Her 
writing discusses the bartender and the sacred relationships with the ground, plants-- nurturers of human 
bodies, and the role, then, of humans, to return the care to their world. She discusses, in her writing, 
disparate identities, the longing to be a perfect steward in the world, and the devastating impracticality of 
it in a world rarely listens. So, too, have I been returning to the works of Annie Dillard, always 
nourishing, but specifically to Holy the Firm, and Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, but set in the mountains of 
Appalachian Virginia, where I live and work now. Her approach of looking at the wild of the woods, and 
dirt, and creatures there, interwoven with wonder and explorations of the sacred, in her own case, 
Protestant faith and traditions, juxtaposed with the difficult realities of existence that are not so simple 
and lyrical, set, for me, the pace and tone for the exploration of the spaces I occupy as an artist between 
my experience of secular, sacred, and soil-- and I think this linkage can be found in nearly all of my 
work. These two works, and, more recently, For the Time Being, for me, have largely established a 
pattern of interweaving allegorical narrative, reference to natural surroundings, and memoir, and learning 
about the world that, I think, in no small way, has influenced the way that I frame my work, research, and 
material specificity. In this vein, too, I have found kinship with the writing of Terry Tempest Williams, 
namely in two works, When Women Were Birds, a memoir, poetic, and reflection on faith and holiness-- 
in her case, the relationship to the Mormon Church- with her role as a daughter, carrier of her mother’s 
identity, and receiver of the weight of being a woman, in relationship to her home. This work, and Julietta 
Singh’s No Archive Will Restore You, an abstraction of a book that address cycles of occupying a female 
body in a complicated landscape of queerness, and motherhood, and partner hood- and the importance of 




function, or what my own narrative archive and sacred markers, through smell, taste, and stuff- comprise. 
What happens when we ascribe holiness to the mundane, or sacrament status to that which we hold dear/  
In exploration of land and space, too, have I returned time and again to Tempest’s work, , constantly, to In 
the Hour of Land, a reflection of public lands and the national park system in the U.S, and the relationship 
of land to the humans and memories that occupy them. This work, perhaps more explicit than the others, 
is the one that encouraged my direct re-exploration of spaces with the work Untitled: Walks, my own 







































you are dust, 
 
and to dust  
 



















In conclusion, this work is about memory, preservation, and the dissonance of being a fluid, self-
occupying flesh.  
 
Overwhelmingly, it begins with objects, ordained by their histories, or my own perception of them. Dust, 
past and future. Washing, cleansing; the needs for access to sacred spaces, and the lack that comes with 
being.  It ends with failure, or something like it, and, perhaps, a lack of resolution of sorts. These works 
are a collection of homages to the passage of time, the changing of self, the loss of things and 
cornerstones of identities we—I-- have shed.  It is, in short, an acknowledgement of the struggle to 
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